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ROLE OF CHINA 
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China 

 
 Economic growth in China has been driving growth in the 

global demand for forest products.   
  Especially true due to the declining demand for most paper 

products in North America, Europe and Japan. 
 Since 1992, China has added ~1.25 million tonnes of paper 

& paperboard capacity……..~50% more than the total 
current installed capacity in the United States. 

 
 Since the mid-1990s, China’s timber supply deficit has been 

growing at more than 15%/year 
Reached roughly 160 million cubic metres (Roundwood 

equivalent) in 2013 
Greater than Canada’s total harvest of ~145 million m3 

 Expected to exceed 200 million m3 by 2020 
More than half the deficit is for the pulp & paper sector 
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China 

 
 China’s timber supply deficit has grown despite the fact that it 

has by far the greatest area in timber plantations in the world. 
 
Chinese plantations are typically slower growing compared 

to other regions, and the harvest from many will not enter 
the industrial wood stream. 
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Demand  
 

  
 

Source: Russ Taylor Wood Markets Inc.  

China’s imports of softwood logs has already increased ~5x since 2000, and it is 
expected to continue to soar. 

. 
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Demand  
 

  
 

Source: Russ Taylor Wood Markets Inc.  

China’s imports of softwood lumber have risen even more dramatically than its 
imports of logs, and the upward trend is expected to continue.  We expect an 
increasing share of processed products like lumber. 

. 
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Bio-Energy 

What Drives Investment in Bio-energy?  

 

Four Key Variables: 

1.Price of Fossil Fuels 
 

2.Cost and Quality of the Resource 
 

3.Efficiency of the Conversion Technology 
 

4.Public Policy 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What Drives Investment in Bio-energy?   Four Key Variables:Price of Fossil Fuels – price signals vary (e.g., coal vs oil vs natural gas)Cost and Quality of the Resource – typically 50%-70% of variable cost for bio-energy… sensitive to the location.Efficiency of the Conversion Technology – rapid changes in technologiesPublic Policy – in many cases some public support is requiredThree biggest current impediments to investing in bio-energy :Low prices of alternative sources of energy (eg.,natural gas, coal, hydro); Feedstock price risk; and,Policy uncertainty.
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Bio-Energy 

Global Investment in Biomass-based Power 

 Globally, ~$95 billion has been invested in bio-based power since 2005 – a 
very large sum.  Europe has been investing the most, followed by China.  

 If we believe the national targets for 2020, there will be upward pressure on 
the global price of biomass, and significant international trade will be needed. 
 EU expects to double its biomass power capacity to ~26 GW. 
 China expects to triple its to 18 GW. 

Global Asset Financing in Biomass Power 
(2005 – 2013 Q3) 

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance and Nawitka 
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Trade in Biomass 

Global Wood Pellet Shipments 

Note: Dotted cycles represent the major demand centres; the strength of the arrows is relative to their importance as trading routes. 
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, IEA. 

• Europe & Asia are the centers of global biomass 
demand. 

• N. America is the largest source of supply, but 
new supply regions are emerging – including 
Africa 
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Bio-Energy 

  
Sustainability of biomass supply is becoming an increasingly 
important business issue for the European power utilities. 

 
70% of the pellets consumed in the UK must come from 

“sustainably managed” sources – third party certified.  
 
Implications for regional sourcing of biomass.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Sustainability of biomass supply is becoming an increasingly important business issue for the European power utilities.70% of the pellets consumed in the UK must come from “sustainably managed” sources. (eg., certified by FSC or PEFC umbrella scheme)Implications for regional sourcing of biomass:US South East only has 23% of its forests certified under schemes recognized in the UK. (largely due to fragmented ownership structure.)Belgium & Netherlands tend to source from the  US South.UK increasingly tends to source from Canada.Potential supply from emerging markets?
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 Bio-Energy 

 UK is the most attractive market for biomass in Europe. 
 Best estimate is that the UK will increase its consumption of biomass for 

power to ~18 million ODMT (+50%) by 2016 – big increase in expected 
imports, but can we believe it? 

 This is down from an estimate of 26 million ODMT (+~115%) made back in 
November 2012.  Estimates have been revised downward due to project 
cancellations – reflects policy uncertainty 

 We think most forecasts of biomass demand in Europe are  too high. 

Note:  Wood pellets are mostly made from sawdust; the sudden increase in wood pellet demand in 2012 is due largely to the coal-to-biomass conversion of Tilbury 
(750MW). 

 
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Nawitka . 

Biomass Demand in the UK (million ODMT) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a Base Case scenario, biomass power in the UK is expected to rise from 3.5 GW in 2012 to 4.4 GW in 2016.The associated biomass is expected to rise from ~12 to ~18 million ODMT (the most of which are pellets).  While this suggests  a 50% rise in feedstock demand by 2016, it is a significantly lower increase than the amount projected  at the end of 2012.   Back  in Nov 2012, the required feedstock stock in 2016 was estimated to be 26 million ODMT (~115% increase). We think most forecasts of biomass demand in Europe are  too high, and that there will only be marginal increases in the UK after 2016 due to the expiry of subsidies in 2027.
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Bio-Energy 

Potential Biomass Demand for Power in Asia 

• China, Japan & S. Korea have all stated objective of reducing carbon 
emissions by co-firing biomass with coal. 

• If they follow-through, the impact on biomass demand would be 
significant – especially in China 

  

Country Wood Pellets 
(million ODMT) 

Equivalent Biomass 
Demand from a 
550,000 tpy Kraft 
Pulp Mill 
 (# of mills) 

S. Korea 1.4 2/3 

Japan 2.0 1 

China 50.2 25 
Source: Asian Market for Wood Pellets, Biomass Magazine, Allen Brackley , April 2013 

Change in Biomass Demand Associated with 
Replacing  1% of Coal Consumption (for Power) 
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Bio-Energy 

Potential Biomass Demand for Power 

China 

 Aggressive targets in 12th Five Year Plan – realistic or only 
an aspiration?  (power rate ~12 cents/KWh). 

Japan 

 Fundamental policy shift in response to Fukushima disaster, 
backed up by very attractive power rates (28 cents/KWh). 

 
Developing Economies 

 Biomass is an increasingly attractive source of electricity – 
especially when combined with other sources of low cost 
renewable power like wind and solar. 

 A stable supply of electricity is a necessary condition for 
investment in local manufacturing. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potential Biomass Demand for PowerChinaAggressive targets in 12th Five Year Plan, butHow much will be in the form of wood?Current focus on straw & bagasse.Feed-in-Tariff (FIT) only modest - ~12 cents/kWh.Bio-energy forecasted to absorb ~30% of national renewable power subsidies by 2020, and yet it will provide only about 5% of the renewable power.   Sustainable subsidy?JapanResponse to Fukushima disaster is significant, but long-term policy response still unknown.Aggressive FIT introduced in July 2012.28 cents/kWh for bio-energy, but thus far limited uptakeDeveloping EconomiesResidual biomass can be an attractive source of base-load power in many countries.  (However, purpose grown fiber is likely too expensive).Good complement to distributed solar & wind power.
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Bio-Energy 

Global Next Generation Biofuel Investments  

The U.S dominates the investments in this field 
 

Going forward, we expect the biggest investments  to be in the 
U.S. and Brazil. 

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Nawitka  

Global Asset Financing in Second-Generation Biofuels, by Country (2005-2012) 
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~$3.6 invested since 2005 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global Next Generation Biofuel Investments Since 2005, roughly $3.6 billion has been invested in actual assets producing Next Generation biofuels.  The U.S dominates the investments in this field, with the bulk being cellulose-based. (The large investments in the Netherlands largely use palm oil as an input).We expect the aggregate investment to significantly increase over the next 5-10 years, with most of the rise occurring in the United States and Brazil.
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Bio-Energy 

. 

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance and Nawitka  

 Annual Venture Capital & Private Equity investments in Next-
Generation Biofuels exceeded $800 million in 2011 and 2012.  
However, it fell to ~$400 million in 2013 due to policy 
uncertainty.. 

 More than ten smaller commercial-scale plants  producing 
advanced cellulosic biofuels will start-up in 2014/15. It is 
becoming a reality, and will likely be common within 10 years.   

Investment in biofuels by Venture Capital, 2005–
2013 ($m) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As expected, less VC/PE capital is focusing on first-generation technologies/projects because it is a more mature industry with limited growth prospects.Despite policy uncertainty & low natural gas prices, annual VC/PE investments in Next-Generation Biofuels exceeded $800 million in 2011 and 2012. However, it fell to ~$400 million in 2013.Many newer investments include a focus on bio-chemicalsAlthough it is still in its infancy, early stage investors are starting to commercialize cellulosic biofuels.  More than ten smaller commercial-scale plants will start-up in 2014/15.   Within five years, it will likely be the product of choice for residual biomass.
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Bio-Energy 

Key questions asked by investors about bio-energy investments: 

1. Has the management team commercialized a new 
technology/developed a project before?  

2. What is the value proposition? 

3. If it is a new technology, how strong is the IP protection? 

4. Is there a clear market for the output?  Is there a big enough 
opportunity to matter? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key questions asked by investors about bio-energy investments:Has the management team commercialized a new technology/developed a project before?   How strong are they?What is the value proposition?If proven technology with secure fiber supply & off-take, need 6-8% yield;For drop-in products, need ~25% cost advantage over best available technology;For new products, need significant performance advantage (2-10x?) over current solution.If it is a new technology, how strong is the IP protection?Is there a clear market for the output?  Is there a big enough opportunity to matter?Have you engaged with real industry commercial players who can assist with production and distribution?Are off-takers in place, and under what terms?
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Bio-Energy 

Key questions asked by investors about bio-energy investments (cont.): 

5. How much biomass is available, and at what delivered cost? 

6. How capital intensive is your technology? (eg., Cap Ex/litre) 

7. For a given technology, is it proven at commercial scale?  If not, what 
are the scale-up risks? 

8. Is it profitable both with, and without, government support? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How much biomass is available, and at what delivered cost?Is a long-term biomass supply agreement in place, and what is the nature of the pricing formula?Does the process/product generate the most value from the biomass? How capital intensive is your technology? (eg., Cap Ex/litre)Is it “capital-light” relative to other technologies producing the same/similar end product? For a given technology, is it proven at commercial scale?  If not, what are the scale-up risks?Will the EPC contractor provide sufficient warranties & guarantees re construction and performance?Is it profitable both with, and without, government support?  If government support is needed for the business case, what is the probability of that support being removed?
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Merci! 
Thank you! 
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